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ABSTRACT 

A method for calculating the design axial buckling load in the fire situation of 

unreinforced axially loaded concrete filled circular hollow section columns was presented by 

the authors in a previous paper [1]. In the present paper, the method is extended to bar-

reinforced columns of circular and elliptical cross-section, as a necessary continuation to 

complete the proposal. The method presented here is based on the guidelines of Clause 4.3.5.1 

in Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 for the fire design of composite columns and is developed on the basis 

of the results of new parametric studies, with varying values of the outer diameter of the 

column, steel tube wall thickness, relative slenderness, percentage of reinforcement and fire 

exposure time. From the results of these parametric studies, appropriate expressions and 

tables for the different parts which integrate the design method are derived. The proposed 

method is valid for centrally loaded bar-reinforced circular and elliptical concrete filled 

tubular columns, with a maximum percentage of reinforcement of a 5% and makes allowance 

for columns with a high slenderness, extending the current limits of Eurocode 4 Part 1.2. 
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NOTATION 

a  Half larger outer dimension of an elliptical section 

b  Half smaller outer dimension of an elliptical section 

Ai  Cross-sectional area of the of the part i of the composite section

Am/V  Section factor 

CFCHS  Concrete filled circular hollow section 

CFEHS  Concrete filled elliptical hollow section 

CFT  Concrete filled tube 

D  Outer diameter of the circular section 

Ea  Modulus of elasticity of structural steel at the temperature  

Ec  Tangent modulus of concrete at the temperature  

Es  Modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel at the temperature 

(EI)fi,eff  Effective flexural stiffness in the fire situation 

EC4  Eurocode 4 

EHS  Elliptical hollow section 

fc  Compressive cylinder strength of concrete 

fs  Yield strength of reinforcing steel  

fy  Yield strength of structural steel 

Ii  Second moment of area of the part i of the cross-section at the temperature  

L  Length of the column 

   Buckling length of the column in the fire situation 

N  Applied axial load 

NF  French National Annex to Eurocode 4 Part 1-2 

Nfi,cr  Elastic critical load in the fire situation 

Nfi,pl,Rd  Design cross-sectional plastic resistance to axial compression in fire 

Nfi,Rd  Design axial buckling load of the column in the fire situation 

P  Perimeter of the section 

R  Standard fire exposure time 

t  Wall thickness of the steel tube 

us  Concrete cover 

  Imperfection factor for the buckling curves   

   Relative slenderness of the column at room temperature 

   Relative slenderness of the column in the fire situation 

  Relative error 
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i,  Reduction coefficient to make allowance for the effect of thermal stresses 

i,eq  Equivalent temperature of the part i of the cross-section 

  Member slenderness reduction factor (Nfi,Rd / Nfi,pl,Rd) 

  Percentage of reinforcement 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in the use and development of simple methods for calculating the fire 

resistance of concrete filled tubular (CFT) columns is growing, due to the increased usage of 

this structural typology [2]. Nevertheless, only a limited number of methods are accessible to 

designers for evaluating the fire resistance of this type of composite columns, which are a 

result of the numerical and experimental investigations carried out by the main research 

groups working in this field (Han et al. [3][4], Kodur et al. [5][6][7], Park et al. [8][9]). 

In Europe, a method is available in EN 1994-1-2 [10] for calculating the fire resistance 

of CFT columns. Clause 4.3.5.1 describes a simple calculation model for evaluating the 

design axial buckling load of composite columns in the fire situation based on the elastic 

buckling theory. A specific method for columns composed of unprotected concrete filled 

hollow sections can also be found in Annex H of the same code. Given the complexity of the 

specific method in Annex H and after being revealed that it produces unsafe results for 

slender columns [11] [12] [13], authors are more inclined to follow the general principles in 

Clause 4.3.5.1. The work by the CTICM group in France [12] [14] must be pointed out, which 

has led to the rules published in the French National Annex to EN 1994-1-2 [15].  

The authors of this paper presented a proposal for evaluating the design axial buckling 

load in the fire situation of unprotected CFT columns of circular shape [1], based on the 

general rules in Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-1-2. This new proposal was supported by the 

results of an extensive parametric study carried out with the help of a validated numerical 

model [16][17]. The method developed by the authors improved the accuracy of the current 
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methods in EN 1994-1-2 and extended its current field of application. Nevertheless, the 

calculation of columns with reinforcement was not covered by the previous method, reason 

why the parametric study is extended here to complete the design proposal. 

Another aspect that is of the interest of the authors is to extend the new proposal to 

concrete filled elliptical hollow section (CFEHS) columns, as no method is available yet for 

the fire design of this type of composite sections. 

Despite the room temperature behaviour of elliptical hollow section (EHS) columns 

being widely studied in the last few years [18], with some incursions on the effect of filling 

these sections with concrete [19][20][21][22], the performance of CFEHS columns in the fire 

situation has not yet been investigated. Some recent work on unfilled EHS columns subjected 

to fire can be found in the literature [23][24], but no experimental studies have been carried 

out so far on concrete filled EHS columns exposed to fire. The only work which can be found 

in the literature on CFEHS columns exposed to fire is that presented by the authors of this 

paper [25] and the recent work from Dai & Lam [26], who studied numerically the effect of 

the sectional shape on the fire behaviour of axially loaded CFT stub columns. It is worth 

noting that no design method for the calculation of the fire resistance of CFEHS columns has 

been developed yet. 

In this paper, an extensive parametric study is carried out by means of a previously 

validated numerical model [16][17], where different values of the percentage of reinforcement 

are considered (2.5% and 5%). By means of the results of these parametric studies, the simple 

calculation model proposed in the previous paper [1] is extended here to bar-reinforced 

columns. Appropriate values of the flexural stiffness reduction coefficients and buckling 

curves as a function of the percentage of reinforcement are developed in this paper, as well as 

expressions for the equivalent temperatures of the components of the composite section at 

different standard fire periods. Using the results of previous numerical investigations on 
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CFEHS columns exposed to fire [25] the method is extended to be valid also for the 

increasingly used elliptical shapes. With this addition, the proposed simple calculation model 

is applicable to CFT columns of circular and elliptical shape, filled with normal strength 

concrete and using a maximum percentage of reinforcement of a 5%. A wide range of column 

slenderness are covered in this method, with buckling lengths at elevated temperature up to 10 

m, diameters from 139.7 mm to 508 mm (major axis dimension from 150 mm to 500 mm in 

the case of elliptical columns) and standard fire classes from R30 to R120. 

2. PROPOSED SIMPLE CALCULATION MODEL FOR UNREINFORCED 

CIRCULAR CFT COLUMNS 

A method was proposed in the previous paper [1] which permits to evaluate the design 

axial buckling load in the fire situation (Nfi,Rd) of unreinforced CFT columns of circular cross-

section, based on the general rules in Clause 4.3.5.1 of Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 [10]. A brief 

description of this method is given next. 

2.1. Simplified cross-sectional temperature field 

The first part of the proposed approach consists of a simple method for evaluating the 

cross-sectional temperature field of a concrete filled circular hollow section (CFCHS) 

column. A single equivalent temperature for the whole concrete core and another one for the 

steel tube are proposed, so as to obtain the same fire resistance of the column as by using the 

real non-uniform temperature distribution. In this way, the designer can evaluate the design 

axial buckling load of the column by using a single strength and stiffness value for each 

component of the composite cross-section corresponding to its temperature. A detailed 

explanation of the procedure for obtaining the equivalent temperatures of the different 

components of the cross-section can be found in [1]. 
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A selection chart was proposed (Table 1) to facilitate designers obtain the equivalent 

temperature of the concrete core (c,eq) and the steel tube (a,eq) for a particular fire period 

directly from the value of the section factor of the column. For intermediate values of the 

section factor, linear interpolation can be used. Note that the section factor of a circular CFT 

column is calculated as 4/D (m-1). 

A regression equation for the equivalent temperature of the concrete core valid for any 

fire resistance period was also developed, which includes the effect of Am/V and R: 

VARVAVARR mmmeqc /·14.0)/(32.0/577.22026.0764.544.186 22

,   (1)  

For the steel tube, the following equation can be used for evaluating the equivalent 

temperature, in function of Am/V and R: 

VARVARR mmeqa /·025.0/922.3044.077.101.342 2

,   (2)  

These equations can be used as an alternative to the selection chart for obtaining the 

equivalent temperatures at the standard fire periods (i.e. R30, R60, R90 and R120). 

2.2. Flexural stiffness reduction coefficients 

The application of the general principles in Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-1-2 [10] to CFT 

columns requires the definition of a set of reduction coefficients (i,) for the evaluation of the 

effective flexural stiffness of the composite column (equation 3), which were proposed in the 

previous paper [1] for unreinforced columns. 

ceqcccaeqaaa

m

ccc

j

aaaefffi IEIEIEIEEI )()()()()( ,,,,,,,,,,,      (3)  

The value of the concrete flexural stiffness reduction coefficient is taken as c, = 0.8 

and is used in combination with the initial tangent stiffness. This value accounts for the effect 

of the differential thermal stresses produced by the unequal temperature field along the width 

of the concrete cross-section. 
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Note that EN 1994-1-2 defines the concrete stiffness in fire design using the secant 

modulus for the peak of the stress-strain curve. The tangent modulus in origin is 1.5 times the 

secant modulus, therefore c, = 0.8×1.5 = 1.2 if the secant modulus is used. 

For the reduction coefficient of the steel tube (a,), two options were given. 

Design equation  

A design equation was proposed for evaluating the reduction coefficient of the steel 

tube, in the form of a product of three factors which represent the effect of the parameters D/t, 

Am/V and D/ .  

    1)/·(0133.00813.0)/·(48.1747.2)/( 097.108.0

1,,  DVAtD maa     (4)  

In this equation, the reduction coefficient a, is a product of two partial reduction 

coefficients lower than unity, a,2 and a,3, which are corrected by the factor a,1 as a 

function of D/t only for stocky columns ( 12/ D ), using the values tabulated in Table 2. 

For 12/ D , a,1 = 1. For 46/ D , the total factor a, can be taken as equal to unity, 

which means that the reduction coefficient for the steel tube can be neglected. 

Tabulated data 

A more simplistic proposal was also developed, in the form of a selection table where 

the values of the reduction coefficient a, can be obtained as a function of the section factor 

Am/V and the elevated temperature slenderness, measured as D/ . The values of the 

reduction coefficient for the steel tube for different combinations of the two parameters can be 

found in Table 3. For intermediate values of D/ , linear interpolation may be used. To 

account for the effect of the cross-sectional slenderness of the steel tube, the resulting 

coefficient must be corrected by the factor a,1 as a function of D/t if 12/ D , using the 

values tabulated in Table 2. Again, for higher values of D/ , no correction is needed. 
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Once the reduction coefficients for the steel tube and concrete core have been calculated 

through the proposed equations or tables, the general principles in Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-

1-2 [10] can be followed for obtaining the design axial buckling load in the fire situation 

(Nfi,Rd), with the only particularity of using buckling curve “a” instead of “c”. 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW SIMPLE CALCULATION MODEL FOR BAR-

REINFORCED CIRCULAR CFT COLUMNS 

3.1. Parametric studies 

A three-dimensional numerical model was developed by the authors by means of the 

finite element analysis package ABAQUS [27]. The main characteristics of the model were 

described in the previous paper [1]. This model is capable to simulate with enough accuracy 

the fire behaviour of slender concrete filled circular hollow section columns through a 

sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis and has been validated against tests from the 

literature as well as against fire tests carried out by the own authors. Further details of the 

model and its validation process can be found in [16][17] and [28]. 

Parametric studies were performed by means of this numerical model. The main 

parameters affecting the buckling resistance of bar-reinforced CFT columns at elevated 

temperatures were investigated through these parametric studies. The parameters studied were 

the outer diameter of the column (D), thickness of the steel tube wall (t), relative slenderness 

of the column at room temperature ( ) and standard fire period (R). Additionally, two 

different values of the percentage of reinforcement () were used: 2.5% and 5%, with a 

constant value of the concrete cover us = 30 mm. This choice places on the safe side, since 

higher values of the concrete cover have a favourable effect on the fire behaviour of the 

columns [14]. The percentage of reinforcement (or reinforcement ratio) is defined as  = 

As/(Ac+As), with As the total cross-sectional area of the reinforcing bars and Ac the cross-
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sectional area of concrete, excluding the space taken by the reinforcing bars. The concrete 

cover us is measured as the minimum distance between the axis of the longitudinal 

reinforcements and the internal surface of the steel tube. 

For the concrete infill, a compressive strength of 30 MPa was assumed. For the 

structural steel, a yield strength of 355 MPa was used, while for the reinforcing steel, a yield 

strength equal to 500 MPa was considered.  

Six different circular section sizes of commercially available dimensions were 

employed: 139.7, 193.7, 273, 323.9, 406.4 and 508 mm. For each diameter, two steel tube 

wall thicknesses were selected. For each cross-section, different column lengths were used, 

corresponding to different slenderness values at room temperature. All the columns were 

simulated as pinned-pinned and exposed uniformly to the ISO-834 standard fire curve in all 

their length. The relative slenderness of the columns at room temperature was calculated in 

accordance with Clause 6.7.3.3 of EN 1994-1-1 [29] assuming hinged end conditions. The 

influence of enhanced concrete confinement was not considered in the room temperature 

calculations. The maximum slenderness analysed for each cross-section was selected in such 

a way that the associated buckling length of the column did not exceed 10 meters, in order to 

reduce the computational cost of this study. 

The combinations of diameters and member slenderness were as follows: D = 139.7 mm 

( = 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2); D = 193.7 mm ( = 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2); D = 273 mm ( = 0.3, 0.5, 1, 

1.5); D = 323.9 mm ( = 0.3, 0.5, 1); D = 406.4 mm ( = 0.3, 0.5, 1); 508 mm ( = 0.3, 0.5). 

For each column, four different standard fire resistance periods were considered: 30, 60, 90 

and 120 minutes, which are the common values prescribed in the design codes. In total, the 

number of cases analysed in this parametric study considering the two different reinforcement 

ratios was 352. A summary of the analysis cases is shown in Table 4. The process followed 

for obtaining the design axial buckling load of the columns at the different standard fire 
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periods was as described in the previous paper [1]. The results obtained for all the column 

specimens analysed in these parametric studies can be accessed online [30]. 

From the results of this new series of simulations for bar-reinforced columns, the 

numerical buckling coefficient was computed. It was defined as the column axial buckling 

resistance obtained from the numerical simulation divided by the design value of the cross-

sectional plastic resistance, both in the fire situation: 
Rdplfi

NUM

RdfiNUM

N

N

,,

,
  . This value is plotted 

in Fig. 1 against the relative slenderness of the columns at elevated temperature 

crfiRplfi NN ,,, / , calculated as described in Clause 4.3.5.1 of Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 [10] 

and using reduction coefficients (i,) equal to unity [31] for evaluating the effective flexural 

stiffness (equation 5). 

seqsssceqcccaeqaaaefffi IEIEIEEI )()()()( ,,,,,,,     (5)  

 This was done for the two different values of the percentage of reinforcement. The 

results for unreinforced columns have been also included in Fig. 1, and buckling curve “c” 

has been superimposed for comparison purposes. Similar results to those obtained for 

unreinforced columns were found, with a similar trend in the three series of results, although 

it is important to note that lower values of the buckling coefficient are obtained as the 

reinforcement ratio increases. Therefore, for higher values of the percentage of reinforcement, 

the results are more deviated from the reference buckling curve and thus leading to more 

unsafe results. This suggests that the buckling curve should be revised for reinforced CFT 

columns, as a function of the percentage of reinforcement. 

3.2. Study and discussion of Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 

Based on the results of the parametric studies presented above, a comparison is done 

between the current calculation methods available in the Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 [10] for bar-
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reinforced CFT columns. Four different approaches are studied: Clause 4.3.5.1 with flexural 

stiffness reduction coefficients equal to unity (EC4(1)), Clause 4.3.5.1 with the reduction 

coefficients proposed by Aribert et al. [12] (EC4(2)), Annex H (EC4(H)), and French 

National Annex [15] (EC4(NF)).  

Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the predictions and the numerical simulations in 

terms of normalised buckling load (divided by the theoretical cross-sectional plastic 

resistance). 

Fig. 3 plots the relative error of the predictions  against the relative slenderness of the 

columns at room temperature, for each of the design approaches studied. The relative error 

was computed as:  

NUM

Rdfi

NUM

Rdfi

PRED

Rdfi

N

NN

,

,,
1


  (6)  

with values greater than 1 meaning safe predictions and values lower than 1 meaning unsafe 

predictions. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a, EC4(1) yields unsafe results with a high 

dispersion of values for all the range of slenderness studied. Therefore, the flexural stiffness 

reduction coefficients cannot be neglected when applying Clause 4.3.5.1 to bar-reinforced 

CFT columns. Nevertheless, when the French coefficients are used in combination with 

Clause 4.3.5.1, Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b (EC4(2)), safe results are generally obtained, but with high 

errors and an elevated dispersion of results. As the slenderness is increased, the predictions 

become safer but the errors produced by this method are higher. Annex H predictions 

(EC4(H)) turn from safe at low slenderness (  = 0.3) to unsafe for intermediate slenderness 

(  = 0.5 - 1.5) and close to the reference value again at  = 2, Fig. 2c and Fig. 3c. This effect 

was also observed for unreinforced columns, and confirms the findings from the CTICM 

group [12][14]. Note that in these two figures, those cases which are out of the applicability 
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limits of Annex H (   > 4.5 m) have been plotted with a hollow marker. Finally, EC4(NF) 

produces safe results for most of the cases analysed, but with a high error for slender columns 

Fig. 2d and Fig. 3d. Compared with the results obtained for unreinforced columns [1], it was 

observed that for bar-reinforced columns, all the methods produced a higher dispersion in the 

predictions and, in general, less conservative results were obtained. 

3.3. Simplified cross-sectional temperature field 

The temperature field of a CFT column with reinforcement is almost equal to that of an 

unreinforced column of the same cross-section. The presence of the reinforcing bars does not 

modify significantly the development of temperatures within the cross-section, therefore the 

equivalent temperatures of the steel tube and concrete core can be considered equal to the 

corresponding temperatures of the unreinforced columns, for which a proposal has been 

given. 

In the case of the reinforcing bars, the equivalent temperatures corresponding to the 

different cross-sectional dimensions and standard fire periods can be obtained directly from 

the numerical results. Although only one value of the concrete cover was studied (us = 30 

mm), it is known that higher values of the concrete cover would reduce the temperature of the 

reinforcing bars, and therefore the proposed temperatures are on the safe side. 

The evolution of the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars with the section 

factor of the columns is plotted in Fig. 4. As can be seen, as the fire exposure time increases, 

the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars becomes higher. An increase in the 

temperature was also found with the section factor. For each section factor and fire period, 

two points are plotted, corresponding to the two different steel tube wall thicknesses analysed 

for each cross-section. It can be observed that no significant influence is obtained with a 

change in the steel tube wall thickness, except for the lower fire period (R30), where higher 
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temperatures were found for the sections with a lower steel tube wall thickness, since the 

reinforcing bars were located at a shorter distance from the exposed surface. 

For each of the standard fire resistance classes studied, a regression curve was fitted to 

the data, as can be seen in Fig. 4. With the aid of the regression equations, a selection chart 

was built up (Table 5), which permits to obtain the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing 

bars for a particular fire period directly from the value of the section factor of the column. For 

intermediate values of the section factor, linear interpolation can be used. 

An alternative equation for the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars was 

developed by using a multiple nonlinear regression analysis, including the effect of Am/V and 

R and therefore valid for any fire resistance period: 

VARVARR mmeqs /·102.0/948.3033.0535.836.119 2

,   (7)  

The temperature obtained through this equation can be used instead of that obtained by 

means of the selection chart.  

3.4. Flexural stiffness reduction coefficients 

Expressions and tables for obtaining the values of the flexural stiffness reduction 

coefficients for steel (a,) and concrete (c,) were proposed in [1] for unreinforced CFCHS 

columns, which must be used in combination with buckling curve “a” when applying the 

general rules in Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-1-2 [10]. For the concrete core, a constant 

reduction coefficient equal to 0.8 (with the initial tangent stiffness) was proposed, while for 

the steel tube a design equation was developed (equation 4), as function of the member 

slenderness (through D/ ), cross-sectional slenderness (D/t) and section factor (Am/V). 

Alternatively, Table 3 can be used for obtaining the reduction coefficient for the steel tube. 

The validity of the proposed expressions for the flexural stiffness reduction coefficients 

of the steel tube and concrete core is studied here for the case of bar-reinforced columns, and 
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the reduction coefficient corresponding to the reinforcing bars (s, in equation 5) is derived. 

In addition, the more suitable buckling curves are studied for the case of bar-reinforced 

specimens. 

It was found through the parametric studies that, as the reinforcement ratio increases, 

the normalised buckling load (or buckling coefficient) decreases, which gives as a result a 

higher deviation from the reference buckling curve, leading to unsafe results. Hence, it seems 

reasonable to modify the buckling curve for increasing reinforcement ratios. After a deep 

analysis of the numerical results for reinforced columns, buckling curve “b” was selected as 

the best fit to the data for a 2.5% reinforcement ratio, while buckling curve “c” was found the 

most suitable for the data corresponding to a 5% reinforcement ratio. Using the values of the 

flexural stiffness reduction coefficients for the steel tube (a,) and concrete core (c,) already 

proposed for unreinforced columns, the third coefficient corresponding to the reinforcing bars 

(s,) was derived from statistical analysis. For a percentage of reinforcement equal to a 2.5%, 

a constant value s,= 0.6 was selected, while for a 5% reinforcement ratio s,= 0.3 was 

obtained. No influence was observed of the rest of the parameters investigated (e.g. standard 

fire period, section factor, member slenderness, etc.) over the value of this reduction 

coefficient, so a constant value can be assumed for each reinforcement ratio. The proposed 

expressions for the reduction coefficients of the steel tube and concrete core, from the method 

for unreinforced columns, were found to be appropriate also for bar-reinforced columns, so 

they can be used as general values for CFT columns with any reinforcement ratio. 

In order to summarize the results, the average and standard deviation values of the 

prediction errors of the proposals for the different reinforcement ratios studied is given in 

Table 6, where the values for unreinforced columns have also been included for comparison. 

As can be seen, safer values are obtained by means of the design equation (4) than using 

the values in Table 3 for the evaluation of the reduction coefficient of the steel tube. This 
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occurs for all the different reinforcement ratios studied. In any case, a good average value is 

obtained for all reinforcement ratios and under both approaches (design equation and 

tabulated data), although as the reinforcement ratio increases, the dispersion in the results also 

increase, which can be seen in the higher values of the standard deviation for 2.5% (0.14) 

and 5% (0.18) against 0.11 for unreinforced columns. 

As an example of the results obtained with the proposal for reinforced columns, a 

comparison is shown in Fig. 5 between the predictions and the numerical simulations in terms 

of normalised buckling load, for columns with a 2.5% reinforcement ratio and using the 

values in Table 3 for the evaluation of the reduction coefficient of the steel tube. For the 

concrete core, c, = 0.8 and for the reinforcing bars, a value s, = 0.6 has been used. The 

buckling curve corresponding to this percentage of reinforcement has been used, i.e., buckling 

curve “b”. 

Fig. 6 presents the evolution of the buckling coefficient with the relative slenderness of 

the columns at elevated temperature, calculated with the proposed flexural stiffness reduction 

coefficients. It can be seen that the data follow closely the reference buckling curve (“b” in 

this case) in all the range of slenderness. 

According to the results of this section, the buckling curves and values of the flexural 

stiffness reduction coefficient for the reinforcing bars summarized in Table 7 are proposed. 

Although only two percentages of reinforcement have been studied (2.5% and 5%), for 

each range of values (0% < ≤ 2.5% and 2.5% < ≤ 5%) the buckling curve and reduction 

coefficient corresponding to the upper limit (2.5% or 5%) have been assigned, which places 

on the safe side. 
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3.5. Comparison with experiments and other methods 

The accuracy of the proposed method for bar-reinforced CFT columns is now compared 

with results of real fire tests. From the fire testing program carried out in Valencia by Romero 

et al. [28], three reinforced columns can be used (specimens RC159-6-3-30-0-20 to RC159-6-

3-30-0-60), while other two bar-reinforced specimens can be found amongst the fire tests 

carried out at the NRCC [32], specimens C-48 and C-49. 

Columns falling out of the applicability range of the method were left out of this 

comparative study (i.e. columns filled with high strength concrete or with sections other than 

circular). Fig. 7 compares the results of the tests against the predictions of the method, in 

terms of the failure load. It can be seen that the accuracy of the method was reasonable and, in 

general, safe predictions were obtained. 

It is worth noting that, even though column C-48 – with a fire resistance time of 188 

minutes – falls out of the applicability limits of the method (R ≤ 120 min), a good estimation 

was also obtained for this specimen. 

For comparing with the tests from Romero et al. [28], two options were considered: 

using the equivalent temperatures of steel and concrete given by the proposed method and 

using the real temperatures measured at the tests. As can be observed in Fig. 7, a better 

approximation was obviously obtained using the measured temperatures; in any case, using 

the equivalent temperatures safe results were obtained for all the specimens compared.  

Fig. 8 compares the results of the proposed method with the values of the predictions 

obtained by means of the simplified design equation from Kodur [5] used in North America. 

As can be seen, the proposed method results in more accurate predictions than the formula 

from Kodur, with a narrower dispersion. It can be therefore concluded that, compared to the 

existing methods, the proposed simple calculation model provides a reasonable accuracy also 

for bar-reinforced columns. 
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4. EXTENSION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD TO ELLIPTICAL COLUMNS 

4.1. Simplified cross-sectional temperature field 

For the study of the equivalent temperatures of the steel tube and concrete core in 

CFEHS columns, a series of commercially available elliptical geometries were studied. Six 

different geometries were used, selecting for steel tube wall thickness an intermediate value 

within the available range [33]: 150×75×5 mm, 200×100×8 mm, 250×125×10 mm, 

300×150×12.5 mm, 400×200×12.5 mm and 500×250×12.5 mm. For each of the selected 

geometries, a heat transfer analysis was performed by means of the numerical model 

developed by the authors [16][17], and once the temperature field had been obtained for the 

six geometries, the procedure explained in [1] was applied to these sections, so as to obtain 

the equivalent temperatures of the steel tube and the concrete core corresponding to the 

standard fire periods (R30, R60, R90 and R120).  

The trend in the evolution of the equivalent temperatures with the section factor and fire 

resistance period was similar to that obtained for the circular columns [1], although the 

section factor values for the elliptical columns (from 10 to 45 m-1) were comparatively higher 

than those of the circular columns in (from 5 to 30 m-1). In effect, the circular shape is 

“thermally” more efficient than the elliptical shape, since it exposes a lower surface for a 

certain volume, and thus it results in more reduced section factor values. 

For each of the standard fire resistance classes studied, a regression curve was fitted to 

the data. With the aid of the regression equations, a selection chart was built up (Table 8), 

which allows obtaining the equivalent temperature of the steel tube and concrete core for a 

particular fire period directly from the value of the section factor of the column. For 

intermediate values of the section factor, linear interpolation can be used. 
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Alternative equations for the equivalent temperatures of the concrete core and steel tube 

were also developed by using multiple nonlinear regression analysis. These expressions 

include the effect of Am/V and R and therefore are valid for any fire resistance period. 

For the concrete core: 

VARVAVARR mmmeqc /·035.0)/(425.0/698.33035.0304.9503.395 22

,   (8)  

For the steel tube: 

VARVARR mmeqa /·029.0/219.4044.0209.11845.300 2

,   (9)  

These equations can be used as an alternative to the selection chart in Table 8. 

For CFEHS columns with reinforcement, the temperatures corresponding to the 

reinforcing bars were obtained from the numerical simulations of the elliptical sections 

studied, for a concrete cover value equal to 30 mm. The temperature of the reinforcing bars 

was taken as that of the concrete core at their same location, i.e., at a depth equal to 30 mm 

measured from the internal surface of the steel tube.  

It was observed that, as the fire exposure time increases, the equivalent temperature of 

the reinforcing bars becomes higher. Also an increase in the temperature was found for 

increasing section factors. These results were similar to those obtained for the circular 

columns, although a faster increase in temperatures was observed for the elliptical shapes. 

For each of the standard fire resistance classes studied, a regression curve was fitted to 

the data. From these regression equations, a selection chart was built up (Table 9), which 

allows obtaining the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars for a particular fire period 

directly from the value of the section factor of the column. For intermediate values of the 

section factor, linear interpolation can be used. 

An alternative equation for the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars was 

developed by using a multiple nonlinear regression analysis, including the effect of Am/V and 

R and therefore valid for any fire resistance period: 
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VARVARR mmeqs /·062.0/036.8039.0106.101.255 2

,   (10)  

4.2. Flexural stiffness reduction coefficients 

A set of flexural stiffness reduction coefficients i, was given in Section 2.2 for 

unreinforced CFCHS columns, which must be used in combination with buckling curve “a” 

when applying the general calculation model in Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-1-2 [10].  

In this section, the validity of the proposed expressions and tables for the flexural 

stiffness reduction coefficients is studied for the case of CFEHS columns. 

The shape of an ellipse is characterized by its outside dimensions 2a (major axis) and 2b 

(minor axis), therefore equation (4) cannot be evaluated through a single diameter in this case. 

Instead, an equivalent diameter must be assigned. In the first term of equation (4) (D/t), a 

value Deq = P/ was used (i.e. the diameter of that circle which has the same perimeter P than 

the elliptical section), while in the third term ( D/ ), several options were considered:  

- Option 1: using the major axis dimension (D = 2a) 

- Option 2: using the minor axis dimension (D = 2b) 

- Option 3: using D = P/.  

The same three options were considered for entering to Table 3 with a value of D/ . 

A set of numerical results was available for a series of CFEHS columns analysed in the 

parametric studies presented in [25]. These simulation results were used for studying the 

validity of the proposed method for elliptical columns. For this purpose, the values of the 

buckling resistance from the numerical simulations (Nfi,Rd
NUM) were compared with those 

obtained by means of the application of the simple calculation model (Nfi,Rd
PRED). The error in 

the predictions was computed as defined in equation (6). 

Table 10 summarises the average and standard deviation of the error in the evaluation of 

the design axial buckling load in the fire situation of the columns, obtained by means of the 
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proposed method under each of the three options for calculating the reduction coefficient of 

the steel tube (a,), and using either the design equation (4) or the values in Table 3. 

According to the results in this table, option 2 seems to be the most appropriate when 

applying the proposed method to elliptical columns. With the use of the design equation, this 

option provides a better average error (closer to unity), while for the tabulated data, although 

the mean value is not so accurate, the dispersion results much lower than under the other 

options. 

Therefore, it is suggested to use the minor axis dimension (D = 2b) for evaluating the 

slenderness D/  of an elliptical column loaded in axial compression. This assumption is 

reasonable, since under concentric axial load, an elliptical column is more likely to buckle 

about its weak axis. For eccentric loads, further studies would be needed. 

Although the results obtained by the application of the proposed method for CFCHS 

columns to elliptical columns are reasonably accurate, they can be improved. A deeper study 

of the CFEHS columns analysed reveals that the section factor values of the elliptical columns 

result considerably higher than those of the circular columns, with all the analysed columns 

having values of Am/V > 20 [25], and therefore corresponding to the last column in Table 3. 

This suggests that a column should be added to this table in order to cover higher section 

factor values which can be reached for CFEHS columns. A proposal is given in Table 11 for 

columns with higher section factor values, which extends the applicability of Table 3 and is 

valid for both circular and elliptical CFT columns. 

Using the updated table, a better agreement between the predictions and simulation 

results for the elliptical columns is found, with an average error equal to 1.00 and a standard 

deviation of 0.15 (see Table 12). 

Finally, a specific formulation was developed for CFEHS columns. Using the 

simulation results available for the series of CFEHS columns analysed in the parametric 
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studies presented in [25], the reduction coefficient for the steel tube a, was calculated, 

fixing c, = 0.8 and employing the procedure explained in [1]. A multiple nonlinear 

regression analysis was conducted over the theoretical values of a, for the elliptical 

columns, using the shape of the previously proposed equation (3), and the following 

coefficients were obtained:  

    1)2/·(0015.0118.0)/·(72.073.1)/( 72.1047.0

1,,  bVAtD meqaa     (11)  

In this equation, the reduction coefficient a, is a product of two partial reduction 

coefficients lower than unity, a,2 and a,3, which are corrected by the factor a,1 as a 

function of Deq/t only for stocky columns ( 122/ b ), using the values tabulated in Table 2. 

For 122/ b , the factor a,1 is equal to unity. The equivalent diameter for evaluating the 

first term in this equation is calculated as Deq = P/ with P = the perimeter of the elliptical 

section.

Using the proposed equation (11), a mean value of the error equal to 1.04 (safe) was 

obtained, with a reduced dispersion (0.10 standard deviation). The average and standard 

deviation values obtained under the different approaches studied are summarised in Table 12, 

where it can be seen that this option produced more conservative predictions and a controlled 

dispersion of results, although the proposal for circular columns (design equation or tabulated 

data) can also be applied to elliptical columns with accurate results.  

In Fig. 9, a comparison is shown between the predictions and the numerical simulations 

in terms of normalised buckling load, for the proposed equation (11), specific for elliptical 

columns. 

Fig. 10 presents the evolution of the buckling coefficient with the relative slenderness at 

elevated temperature, using the proposed equation (11). It can be seen that the data follow 

closely the reference buckling curve “a”, with an excellent agreement for the higher 
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slenderness and a moderated dispersion for intermediate slenderness. For low slenderness 

values, buckling coefficients higher that unity are obtained in some cases, which are attributed 

to the confinement effect in stub columns, which was not accounted for in the development of 

the design equation. 

In conclusion, the proposed method for circular columns can also be applied to elliptical 

columns, under the two options: design equation or tabulated method, using the updated Table 

11 for the latter. If a higher precision is required, equation (11) specific for elliptical columns 

can be applied, even though equation (4) can be used for both circular and elliptical columns, 

producing accurate results. 

Although the parametric results which have been used in this section are limited to 

unreinforced columns [25] and therefore a specific proposal for CFEHS columns with 

reinforcement cannot be developed based on them, it is the aim of the authors to carry out in 

the future further parametric studies in order to complete the proposed method for bar-

reinforced CFEHS columns. 

4.3. Comparison of the proposed method with experiments 

The accuracy of the design proposal exposed above for elliptical columns is next 

verified against the results of a series of fire tests carried out recently by the authors on 

slender CFEHS columns [16]. From this experimental program, only specimens E220-110-

12-3-30-00-20 (unreinforced) and RE220-110-12-3-30-00-20 (bar-reinforced) are studied, 

corresponding to columns loaded under concentric axial load. For each case, the applied axial 

load from the test is compared with the predicted design axial buckling load at the time of 

failure, using the proposed method. 

The equivalent temperatures of the steel tube, concrete core and reinforcing bars are 

evaluated under two approaches: 
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- Option 1: Equations developed for CFCHS columns (eq. 1, 2 and 7) 

- Option 2: Equations developed for CFEHS columns (eq. 8, 9 and 10) 

Also the realistic temperature field obtained from the experiments is used here for 

comparison, where the representative temperatures of the different layers in which the section 

is subdivided are interpolated from the measurements at the location of the thermocouples 

(option 3). 

After obtaining the corresponding temperatures for the steel tube, concrete core and 

reinforcing bars, the simple calculation method described in the previous sections is applied 

for evaluating the design axial buckling load in the fire situation of the columns, using either 

equation (4) or (11) for the flexural stiffness reduction coefficient of the steel tube (a,). For 

the case of the bar-reinforced specimen (RE220-110-12-3-30-00-20), the reduction coefficient 

of the reinforcing bars (s,), and the corresponding buckling curve have been selected from 

Table 7. Table 13 summarises the results obtained under the three different options, for one of 

the columns studied. 

As it can be seen in Table 13, the option which produced a better agreement with the 

test result is option 2, with an error equal to 1.20 (safe) using equation (4) and 1.25 using 

equation (11) for the reduction coefficients. The result obtained by means of using the 

equivalent temperature expression developed for circular columns produced a higher error, 

although comparable to that obtained with the real temperatures from the test and both options 

resulting in safe predictions. Similar results were obtained for column RE220-110-12-3-30-

00-20. A comparison with the test results can clearly be seen in Fig. 11 for the two column 

specimens studied, where equation (4) has been used for calculating the steel tube reduction 

coefficient.  

From this figure, it can be concluded that the proposed method produces reasonable 

results for elliptical columns, using either the equivalent temperature equations for circular or 

elliptical columns, although with more precision when the specific expressions for elliptical 
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columns are used. Similar results are obtained using the real temperature field from the tests, 

which confirms that the method is valid for its application to elliptical columns. 

5. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED CALCULATION METHOD 

A method has been presented for the calculation of the design axial buckling load in the 

fire situation (Nfi,Rd) of unreinforced and bar-reinforced concrete filled tubular columns of 

circular and elliptical shape. The proposed method follows the guidelines in Clause 4.3.5.1 of 

EN 1994-1-2 [10], using specific expressions for evaluating the temperatures of the different 

components of the composite section, as well as their flexural stiffness reduction coefficients 

and the suitable buckling curve for the different reinforcing ratios. An overview of the 

proposed method is given in Table 14. 

The applicability limits of the proposed calculation method are the following: 

- Buckling length in the fire situation: 50/ D and m 10  

- Diameter of the cross-section (circular columns): 139.7 mm ≤ D ≤ 508 mm 

- Major axis dimension (elliptical columns): 150 mm ≤ 2a ≤ 500 mm (with 

aspect ratio a/b = 2) 

- Concrete grades: C20/25 – C40/50 

- Percentage of reinforcement: 0 % ≤  ≤ 5 % 

- Standard fire exposure time: R ≤ 120 min 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a simple calculation model for evaluating the design axial 

buckling load in the fire situation of bar-reinforced CFT columns of circular and elliptical 

cross-section under concentric axial load. It is a continuation of the method developed by the 

authors in a previous paper [1] for unreinforced circular CFT columns, and completes a full 
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method based on the general rules for the fire resistance evaluation of composite columns in 

Clause 4.3.5.1 of EN 1994-1-2. 

Parametric studies were carried out by means of a validated numerical model, and 

through their results, design equations and tables were proposed for defining the appropriate 

values of the different parts of the method, as the flexural stiffness reduction coefficients of 

the different components of the composite section or the suitable buckling curves for different 

values of the percentage of reinforcement. 

It was observed that, as the reinforcement ratio increases, the normalised buckling load 

decreases, therefore different buckling curves were proposed for increasing reinforcement 

ratios. Buckling curve “b” was proposed for a 2.5% reinforcement ratio, while buckling curve 

“c” was recommended for a 5% reinforcement ratio. 

The previously proposed expressions for the equivalent temperatures and reduction 

coefficients of the steel tube and concrete core were found to be also valid for bar-reinforced 

columns, combined with specific equivalent temperatures and reduction coefficients for the 

reinforcing bars. 

Good agreement was obtained between the proposed method predictions and the 

numerical simulations, improving the accuracy of the currently available methods in 

Eurocode 4 Part 1.2. The proposed method provided also a good estimation of the buckling 

resistance of bar-reinforced CFT columns at elevated temperatures as compared with real fire 

tests and other methods.  

Finally, it was confirmed that the proposed method for circular columns can also be 

applied to elliptical columns producing reasonable results, nevertheless, specific expressions 

and tables were proposed for CFEHS columns, leading to accurate predictions. 
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The proposed calculation method will be extended in the future to square and 

rectangular sections, as well as to columns subjected to eccentric load, for which further 

parametric studies will be necessary.    
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the buckling coefficient with the relative slenderness at elevated 

temperature, for different reinforcement ratios. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the different approaches studied in terms of the normalised buckling 

resistance: a) EC4(1), b) EC4(2), c) EC4(H), d) EC4(NF), for a 2.5% reinforcement ratio. 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the prediction errors with the relative slenderness of the columns, for the different 

approaches studied: a) EC4(1), b) EC4(2), c) EC4(H), d) EC4(NF), for a 2.5% reinforcement ratio. 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the equivalent temperature of the reinforcing bars with the section factor, 

for CFCHS columns. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the predictions and numerical simulations in 

terms of normalised buckling load. Tabulated data, 2.5% reinforcement ratio. 
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the buckling coefficient with the relative slenderness 

at elevated temperature. Tabulated data, 2.5% reinforcement ratio. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of ultimate loads between the proposed method for 

bar-reinforced columns and tests. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of ultimate loads between the proposed method for 

bar-reinforced columns, Kodur formula and tests. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the predictions and numerical simulations for 

CFEHS columns, in terms of normalised buckling load. 
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the buckling coefficient with the relative slenderness at elevated 

temperature, for CFEHS columns. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of ultimate loads between the proposed method and 

tests, for CFEHS columns. 
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Table 1. Values of the equivalent temperatures for concrete (c,eq) and steel (a,eq) in function 

of the section factor, for CFCHS columns 

  R30 R60 R90 R120 

  c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) 

Am/V 

(m-1) 

5 141 636 197 857 316 957 344 1013 

10 210 652 342 869 422 964 487 1018 

15 278 669 453 880 571 971 659 1024 

20 346 686 549 891 721 978 819 1030 

25 413 703 647 903 831 985 928 1035 

30 480 719 764 914 860 992 947 1041 
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Table 2. Values of the partial reduction coefficient a,for stocky columns ( 12/ D )  

D/t a, 

< 15 0.75 

15 – 35 1 

35 – 45 1.25 

> 45 2.5 
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Table 3. Values of the reduction coefficient of steel (a,), for CFCHS columns 

  Am/V (m-1) 

  < 10 10 - 15 15 - 20 ≥ 20 

D/ 

≤ 12 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 

24 - 0.5 0.5 0.4 

36 - - 0.7 0.7 

≥ 46 - - - 1 
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Table 4. Summary of the analysis cases used in the parametric studies 

 

Variable Specified values 

D (mm) 139.7 193.7 273 323.9 406.4 508 

t (mm) 3.2 12.5 5 16 5 16 6.3 16 8 16 10 16 

  

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 - - - - - - 

2 2 2 2 - - - - - - - - 

 2.5; 5 

R (min) 30; 60; 90; 120 
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Table 5. Values of the equivalent temperatures for the reinforcing bars (s,eq) in function 

of the section factor, for CFCHS columns 

  s,eq (ºC) 

  R30 R60 R90 R120 

Am/V 

(m-1) 

5 152 318 435 525 

10 181 374 505 601 

15 211 430 575 677 

20 241 485 644 754 

25 271 541 714 830 

30 301 597 784 906 
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Table 6. Summary of the errors in the prediction of the design axial buckling load in the fire 

situation, for CFCHS columns 

  0%  2.5% 5% 

 Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. 

Design equation (Eq. 4) 1.09 0.11 1.04 0.14 1.05 0.18 

Tabulated data (Table 3) 1.04 0.11 1.00 0.14 1.00 0.18 
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Table 7. Summary of the proposed buckling curve and reduction coefficient of the 

reinforcing bars 

Reinforcement ratio  0% 0% <≤ 2.5% 2.5% <≤ 5% 

Buckling curve “a” ( = 0.21) “b” ( = 0.34) “c” ( = 0.49) 

s, - 0.6 0.3 
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Table 8. Values of the equivalent temperatures for concrete (c,eq) and steel (a,eq) in function 

of the section factor, for CFEHS columns 

  R30 R60 R90 R120 

  c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) c,eq (ºC) a,eq (ºC) 

Am/V 

(m-1) 

5 232 623 359 855 410 956 465 1014 

10 299 641 475 866 593 963 696 1019 

15 361 659 577 878 727 970 842 1024 

20 419 677 663 889 822 976 925 1029 

25 472 695 734 900 884 983 965 1034 

30 520 713 789 912 922 990 985 1040 

35 564 731 828 923 945 997 1005 1045 

40 603 749 853 934 961 1004 1046 1050 

45 232 623 359 855 410 956 465 1014 
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Table 9. Values of the equivalent temperatures for the reinforcing bars (s,eq) in function of 

the section factor, for CFEHS columns 

  s,eq (ºC) 

  R30 R60 R90 R120 

Am/V 

(m-1) 

5 176 355 422 510 

10 182 371 521 629 

15 201 427 611 731 

20 233 506 692 816 

25 277 593 763 884 

30 333 671 825 935 

35 402 724 878 969 

40 483 736 922 986 

45 176 355 422 510 
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Table 10. Summary of the errors in the prediction of the design axial buckling load in the fire 

situation, for CFEHS columns 

 
Option 1  

(D = 2a) 

Option 2 

(D = 2b) 

Option 3 

(D = P/) 

 Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. 

Design equation (Eq. 4) 1.20 0.14 1.01 0.14 1.14 0.13 

Tabulated data (Table 3) 1.02 0.19 0.95 0.13 1.01 0.17 
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Table 11. Values of the reduction coefficient of steel (a,), for CFEHS columns 

  Am/V (m-1) 

  < 10 10 - 15 15 - 20 20 - 40 ≥ 40 

D/ 

≤ 12 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 

24 - 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 

36 - - 0.7 0.7 0.7 

≥ 46 - - - 1 1 
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Table 12. Summary of the errors in the prediction of the design axial buckling load in the fire 

situation, for CFEHS columns 

 
Option 2 

(D = 2b) 

 Mean Std. dev. 

Equation (4) 1.01 0.14 

Table 11 1.00 0.15 

Equation (11) 1.04 0.10 
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Table 13. Summary of the results in the prediction of the design axial buckling load in the fire 

situation, for column E220-110-12-3-30-00-20 

 
 Option 1  

(Proposal CFCHS) 

Option 2 

(Proposal CFEHS) 

Option 3 

(Measured temp.) 

 N (kN) Nfi,Rd (kN) N/Nfi,Rd Nfi,Rd (kN) N/Nfi,Rd Nfi,Rd (kN) N/Nfi,Rd 

Equation (4) 397.19 287.88 1.38 332.32 1.20 283.81 1.40 

Equation (11) 397.19 275.01 1.44 316.98 1.25 271.86 1.46 
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Table 14. Overview of the proposed calculation method 

1) 
Equivalent 

temperatures 

 

eqseqceqa ,,,               
     

 

- CFCHS columns:  from eq. 1, 2 and 7 or alternatively Tables 1 and 5 

- CFEHS columns: from eq. 8, 9 and 10 or alternatively Tables 8 and 9 

 

2) Cross-sectional 

plastic 

resistance 

 

 

 

Effective 

flexural 

stiffness 

 

)()()( ,,,,, eqssseqccceqayaRdplfi fAfAfAN    

 

Note: Material properties from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 in EN 1994-1-2 

 

seqsssceqcccaeqaaaefffi IEIEIEEI )()()()( ,,,,,,,     

 

Note: Material properties from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 in EN 1994-1-2 

 

Values of the reduction coefficients: 

- a, from eq. 4 (CFCHS) and eq. 11 (CFEHS) or alternatively from Table 11* 

- c, 

- s,from Table 7 
* These values must be corrected with a, for 12/ D  

(from Table 2). 

3) 
Effective length 

of the column 

 

LL 7.0or  5.0  as in Clause 4.3.5.1(10) of EN 1994-1-2 

 

4) 
Euler buckling 

load  

 
2

,
2

, /)(  effficrfi EIN   

 

5) 
Relative 

slenderness 

 

crfiRplfi NN ,,, /  

 

6) 
Reduction 

coefficient 

 

   
   

   
from the corresponding buckling curve (Table 7) 

 

7) 
Design axial 

buckling load 

 

RdplfiRdfi NN ,,,    
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